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Characterization of Host-Level Application Traffic with Multi-Scale 
GammaModel 

Yosuke HIMURA tal， Kensuke FUKUDA tt， Members， Patrice ABRyttt， Kenjiro CHOtttt， Nonmembers， 
and ffiroshi ESAKJT， Member 

SUl¥但姐ARY In this paper. we discuss the validity of the multi-scale 
gamma model and characterize白edifferences in host-Ievel application 
甘d置cwi白山ismodel by using a real回 ffic回 cecollected on a 150-Mbps 
町anspacificlink. First. we investigate由edependency of the model (pa・
rameters a andβ. and fitting accuracy f) on time scale 8.出enfind suitable 
time scales for the model. Second. we inspect the relations among /1'.β.and 
ε. mor也rto char秘 伝rizethe di宵'erencesin the tyμs of applications. The 
main findings of出.epaper are悩 follows.(1) Di宵erenttypes of applica-
tions show di宵erentdependenci凶 of/1'.β.and f on 8. and display di仇rent
suitable 8S for the model.百emodel is more accurate if the回節cconsists 
ofin包n凶t飽ntly-sentpackets than other. (2) More appropriate models aI官
obtained wi由specifica andβvalues (e.g・.0.1< a < 1.銅 ds<2for
8=5∞ms). Also. application-speci自ctraffic presen箇 specificranges of 
α.s.飢 df for伺 ch8. so that these characteristics can be used in applica-
tion identification methods such錨 anomalydetection and other machine 
l飽 mingme曲ods.
/cey WI側 ts: traffic analysis. model evaluation. traffic characterization. 
multi-scale gamma model 

1. 10位。duc“00
Appropriate Intemet tra節cmodels are essential for evaluat-
ing the perfonnance of network sys旬ms(i.e.， network and 
hardwaI芭design，or QoS)， tra節cclassification， and anomaly 
detection. A lot of attention has been focused on the model 
and characterization of the statistical dis凶butio岨sof traf-
恥(i.e.，flow volume [1] and tra侃cflo明 duration[2]， long-
range dependencies [3]， application traffic (e.g.， regular Web 
applications [4]， P2P applications [5]， and video streaming 
[6])， wonn propagation [7] and other anomalous traffic [8])). 
In出ispaper，w唱focuson the multi-scale gamma model first 
P叩posedin [9]ωmodel aggregated tra侃cand appliedω 
de協 ting叩 omalytra節c[10]. This statistical model ap-
proxima防御 hisωgramof the number of packets arriv-
ing during a unit time as a gamma dis住ibutionon multi-
ple scales. It can express exponential and Gaussian distri-
b叫tions，as we11 as their hybrids， which have been used to 
model Intemet tra侃c.In addition， the gamma distribution is 
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uniquely detennined by using only two parameters:αdeter-
mines the shape of the distribution， and βthe scale. More-
over， these p釘ameterscan be easily estimated by using白e
moment method. Even出oughthere have been several eval-
uations and validations on this model， the fo11owing que白s-
tio叩ns隠sa紅res坑凶t“i出11op戸en:“ On which time scale is the approxima-
tion bet鮒tte.釘:r?，"“Wha凶tkind of a叩ppμliおca瓜副t“iぬo叩nt住ra節c i抱smore s叩uiルtト. 

able for the mo吋del?，"叩d
i泊n白et勿ypeofappがlicationtra筒cexisting in aggregated one?" 
Indeed， appropriate models of di仔erencesin host-level ap-
plication typ巴sare essential for realistic simulation of host 
behaviors (i.e.， reproduce host tra侃caccording to a certain 
type of application)， traffic engineering (eιput priority on 
streaming traffic)， detecting anomalous hosts， and discovery 
of emerging software. 

In由ispaper， we discuss the validity of the multi-scale 
gamma model and characterize the di仔'erencesin applica-
tion tra筒cwith this model by using a real traffic trace col-
lected on a 150・Mbpstranspacific link. Before the analysis， 
we propose a timeout setting technique that is based on a 
stochastic theory of packet arrival to remove meaningless 
o s in data， which cannot be handled by common statistic 
distributions. We also evaluate several m巴tricsfor the fit-
ting accuracy to reveal their applicabi1ity to the wide vari-
ety oftra侃cdata. Then， we first discuss the dependency of 
the model (parameters α佃 dβ，and fitting accuracy E) on 
time scale ムandfind suitable time scales for the model. 
Second， we inspect the relations among α， s， and E， in or-
der to characterize the di恥 rencesin the types of applica-
tions. The main findings of the paper are as follows. (1) 
Di仔erenttypes of applications show different dependencies 
of α， s， and E on 6.， and display di恥 rentsuitable 6.s for 
the model.百lemodel is more accurate if白etraffic con晴

sists of intermittently-sent packets than other. (2) More ap-
propriate models are obtained with specificαandβvalu回
(e.g.， 0.1 <α< 1， and β く 2for 6. = 500ms). Also， 
application-specific tra侃cpresents specific ranges of α，β， 
and E for each 6.， 80 that these characteristics can be used in 
application identification methods such as anomaly detec-
tion and other machine learning methods. Our contributions 
紅巴 (a)provision of a timeout technique to deal with many 
o s in data， (b) practical evaluation of goodness-of-fit met-
rics for traffic analyses， and es 
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2. PreIU凶naries

h也is関 ction，we argue preliminaries needed for血e位百f-
fic analyses wi自由emulti・scalegamma model. First， we 
define曲etype of回錨c，and describe白etraffic data used 
泊 ouranalysis. S配 ond，ぬemulti-scale gamma model is 
in加 du関 d，and we explain the伽 leoutmethod ωhandle 
many Os in白.ta.官urd，we evaluate白eusability of鈎:veral
goodness-oιfitme凶csfor位置鍋canalyses. Finally， we sum-
marize these preliminaries and display the ftow of our maio 
例 'alua姐on.

2.1 Definition ofHost-Level Application Traffic 

The mu1ti-scale gamma model was originally proposed as a 
model of aggregated traffic. Here， we apply itω白ech釘邸・

伽包組.onof application traffic in aggr唱:gated回侃.c，which 
is也finedas回 飽ccompω:ed of a typical kind of packets 
(e.g.， web， DNS， e-mail， etc.) sent by a host. For白ech釘・

齢旬rizationof appli伺 .tion岡血c，it is essential to aggregate 
ftows. For example， portscan釘afficconsists of a set of mice 
ftows targe曲19numerous po氏sof a host. Another exam-
ple is P2P appli伺 tion凶節ccompo回 dof server and client 
ftows. Thus， such combinations offtows produce character-
istics of application tra飽c.

Since it is diffi叩 ltωpero即位yidentify application traf-
fic， we used host-l，卸'eltraffic for our analyses， which is de-
fin叫 asa set of packets from one host (i.e.， a set of packets 
all of which have白.esame source IP address). We classify 
hωt-Ievel回節c泊ωhost-levelapplication tral除 whichis 
t削除level回箇cidentified to be m国 tlycompo飽dofpack-
儲 generatedby a typical sort of a即日.cation.For the iden-
tification of host-Ievel application traffic， we extended the 
classification heuristics b鎚edon port numbers佃 dconn回，

tion pattems [11];官邸 heuristicsclassifies host-Ievel釘'af-
fic訓threga叫 tothe degr田 ofabnormaU帆 andwe mod-
ified itωclassify白.etype of同組cinωsevencategories: 
FLOOD， SCAN， WWWS， WWWC， DNS， MAIL， and P2P. 
TabJe 1 lists a brief desαiption of the categories and exam・
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ples of血eclassification heuristics. We can capωre typi伺 l
applications by using白isheuristics， even白oughthere is no 
ground-truth of Intemet tr混血c.For practical analyses， we 
focused on host-level application tra鑑cconsisting of more 
白anlα)(}p舵 ketsin a住ace，so asωobtain more reliable 
statistics. Hereafter， we refer to host-level application位a飽c
as application回而c.

2.2 MAW1 Dataset-Real Backbone Tra血cTnu渇S

Different from simulated or s卵白.esizeddata， we use a real 
同銀ctrace in our evaluation. Selection of a measurement 
point is one of the concems for real traffic analysis: (a) end 
ho蜘 (e.g.，construct web servers and client ho蜘， andob-
serve伽 irin/out回 侃c)，or (b) backbone link. The former 
is practical for evaluating microscopic behavior of software， 
because the contents of all packets are previously known. 
However， it is unsuitable for charac町 izingthe behavior 
of host-level application traffic existing in aggrega鎗done;
Preparation of all possible application回侃cis unpracti伺1.
百mtmay change in time and space. The behavior of pre-
par吋 serversdoes not necessarily repr回 ent‘'typical"be・
havior of the service. Also， it is unsure whether出.es飽tisti-
cal prop巴此yof combination of such ftows resembles白紙of
real aggrega旬dtraffic. Therefore， we chose ωanalyze back-
bone traffic with our heuristics of application identification， 
because backbone traffic is genera凶 bydifferent kinds of 
host behavior and application usages. 

our evaluation was performed wi白出eMAW1 dataset 
[12] -real backbone国領C住配備 measuredon a transpa-
cific link between the U.S. and Japan. The data consist 
of 15 minutes of pcap国間s(金'om14:∞ω14:15， JST) 
from 2001. The payloads of all由ep邸 ketshave been re-
moved， and bo出 source個 ddestination IP 剖命国sesare 
anonymized;τbe prefix structure is preserved. In出iss伽dy，
we analyze恥 2007-ω-15回 節c伽飽食oma 150-Mbps 
link; the packet凶 rateand bit-rate are 21.3・Kpps剖 d1ω. 
Mbps，加dits breakdown is 1i陶din Table 2細胞悶叫tof 
host classification wi白 ourheuristic shown in Table 1). 

'lable 1 Categories of host-level叩pliωtion回fficand依 amplesofcl腿 sificationheuristiω. 
円高可1 押加国凪叩 | 臨聞Ip1eof heuristics 

If (1) Ihe ratio of SYN 1¥格ged凹ckel8is 岡田e曲 聞20%.(2)d睡nun由町。'fpe悶 isn醐噂

SCAN Theh田tiS8阿 t悶 n即 曲四 30and (3)曲enumber of戸田k附田ntto。田恥5tis le盟白血 5.曲四曲eh個tis
cla蝿踊ed踊ωSCAN

FLOOD The host js pert;閉山，g81¥。ω姐畠蜘clc
首血忠岡山ofSYNI¥叫揺edpaclcets is町田町由岨20%薗IdIhe traftic is n国 classi百ed踊旬

SCAN.白血世田h国tis田甚副“副“田8tt田kerofSYNI¥削減ng

WWWC τbeh田tis 8 WWW client Ifd田岡.tioofHTfPrequ倒tp田恥岨ism四竃曲曲50%.首盟副首田hostis regarded as "8 web 
client" 

wwws 官睡hostis 8 WWW S町帽r If tbe ratio of HTfP町田W町P都民踊 ismo田白血 50%.出en 曲ch国tis~伊喧d闘、wcb
sen暗唱r"

DNS 明暗h田tismai叫y田ndingDNS paclc脚 Ifp即 kelSof曲師e阿 t53舵countfi町 m脚白血F怖.加h岨 is喝町制個、DNS
島田明~"

MAIL 羽田hostis mainly国ndingc-mail JII阻肱岨
U由e雌 io戸時kc細川曲目回国p回 2sismn間出血50'11>.世田h皿1is regardω画、maiI

開 r咽f・
Ifhigl肺醐If田皿dd師岨皿岨叩伊賀箇舵叩，untfor n悶@白血 50%of加国11"副 U岨ge.

P2P τ'be恥18tisaP2P可申u曲面倒脚r EhB掴司踊岨倒国凪暗310あ4皿d曲epaclc国醐U目闇盟n副t首ded血emostdomi皿 Ithost.加-h価tl¥ow齢棚田信負担r
世田3O%.tben臨加融 制“aP2Pa田u同.tionu世相「・
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τ'able 2 Breakdown of the dataset: the n岨mberof hosts identified as thc 
corresponding category“others" is the hosts which cannot be classi自ed
into釦 yofthe seven categories. 

|DNS I MAIL I SCAN I FLOOD I P2P I 
|174 I 45 I 56 I 53 I 15 I 
|WWWS I WWWC I others I total 
|410 428 I 275 I 1456 

2.3 Multi-Scale Gamma Model 

Let /::;. [sec] be the time length to aggregate packets and let 

x'" (t) be the number of packets that arrive during the time of 
t-th /::;.. The procedure of mod巴Iis m巴ntionedas follows. 

(1) For a traffic trace whose length is L [sec]， construct the 

sequence of X"，O = {X"，(l)，. . .， X"，(T)}， where T = X 
(the number of出巴 observedX"，(・)).

(2) Then， the sequence is converted into the histogram 

H"， = {mo， m". . .}， where mj is the number of X"，(・)
whose value is巴qualto i. 

(3) Finally， H"， is fit with a gamma distributionん，B(x)= 
，、αー、

計百l~) e叫-~)， where ro is批 gamrnafunc-

tion. Since the gamma distribution is a normalized 

probability distribution， it should be adjusted to the his-
togram by the multiplication of T; H"， is approximated 

as Txん，B(x).

(4) Obtain several realizations of the tra侃cfor several time 

scales /::;.j (j = 1，...， J). 

αd巴tefffiInesthe shape of the histogram， and βthe scale. 
The dist伽 tionis cIose to ~ exp( -~) forα"" 0， exponential 
for α"" 1， and Gaussian for larger α. On the other hand， 
a smaller s produc巴snarrower distribution， and a larger β 

wider， keeping the same shape. The gamma distribution 

does not assume the equivalence between average and vari-

ance of observed data as Poisson one does. Note that a set 

of continuous distributions (the gamrna distributions) is ap-

plied to approximating discrete histograms (H"，)， but this 

does not matter because αandβare obtained from any kind 

of traffic， and large values of T make the discrete nature in-

visible. 

αand s are easily estimated by using the moment 
method.百letheoretical average E(X) and variance V(幻
of a gamma distributionん，B(X)are expressed as E(X) = 
αβ， V(X) =αβ，2 Therefore，αand βof an obs巴W巴dhis-

叩 m川H仇品…tim刷n

c∞om岬pu凶u出n昭gEι"，(∞X幻)= t i:i:) X"，(ωtの)，九(X)=十i:i:)(X"，(t) -

E"，(X))2. With the moment method， we only need to com-

pute the average and variance obtained from a longitudinal 

pa仕巴rnof tra侃c;Accordingly， we can easilly discuss the 

interpretation of results (e.g.， the shape of longitudinal pat-
tern). Also， we have compared the moment method to Max-

imum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) and Minimum Squared-

error Estimator (MSE) in our preliminary investigation. Our 

concIusion from the comparison is that the moment method 
is enough for estimating gamrna distribution's parameters 

(e.g.， e = 0.4 for MoM and e = 0.2 for MLE and MSE 
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Fig.l Example of multi-scale gamma model with traffic generated by 
a host (Ieft: longitudinal traffic on multiple scales， right: corresponding 
histograms (box) and estimated ones (Iines)). Traffic is converted into a 
histograrn of the number of packet arriving during a unit time， and this 
histogram is approximated as a garnma distribution， which is uniquely de-
terrnined by two parameters a and β目Thisapproximation is perforrned on 
multiple scales by using several unit times 

on average on 100 ms， where e is a goodness-of-自tmetnc 

discussed later). 

The gamma distribution is also characterized by the re-

productive property; For any two independent random vari-

ables X; (i = 1，2) that follow gamma distributionsん;，p， their 

summation X1 + X2 follows aん，+α2，p(・).Therefore， if X"，(・)
that followsん，B(・)can be treated as a random variable (i.e.， 
any Xd. (i) and X'" (j) a児 independent)，the X2d.(・)follows 

Jza，p(') because X2d.(t) = Xd.(2t-l)+ Xd.(2t). In other words， 
from the viewpoint of random process，αshould b巴propor-

tional to /::;.， and βshould be constant :αoc /::;.， β~ const. 

On the other hand， from the viewpoint of self-similar 
process [13]， the average and variance follow Ed.(X) oc 
ム九(め αδ2却H (加OωrV凡ι(fか)α/::;.-→引2χ恥(

&庇 /::;.2勾叩{υlト-H的)，/3氏企2却H-→1.Hε(0， 1) is the Hurst parameter， 

which characterizes self-similarity. For H = 0.5， the pro-
cess Xd.(・)indicat巴sshort-range dependency， i.巴.， it follows 

αoc /::;.， β~ const as above-mentioned. For H > 0.5， higher 

H leads to stronger long-range d巴pendencyof the process 

X"，(・).
Figure 1 shows an example of the traffic approximation 

with the multi-scale gamma model， where (a)， (b) and (c) 

display traffic (a sequence of Xd.(・)on di仔erent/::;.s)， and (d)， 
(巴)and (f) display the corresponding histograms. Smaller /::;. 

makes Xd.(・)lower， and the shape of the histogram is expo-
n巴ntial，i.e.， smaller α. Conversely， larger /::;. makes X"，(・)
higher， and th巴 shapeof the histogram is Gaussian， i.e.， 

higher α. 

2.4 Timeout Setting to Remove Many Meaningless 0 s in 

Data 

Traffic may incIude a long silent period where the host does 
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not generate pac~巴ts (e.g.， there is no active ftow)， th巴nthere 
are a lot of continuous Xa(・)= O. At that case， the histogram 
will be distorted by the such 0 s which are unrelated to the 
nature of白eapplication behavior. Thus， the multi-scale 
gamma model cannot handle huge amount of such 0 s by 
itself， as other dis凶butionscannot. One basic way to solve 
白isproblem is to exclude all the 0 s， but this is irrelevant， be-
cause the multi-scale gamma model substantially deals with 
Os in回錨c，e必， an exponential distribution (α= 1) must 
produ回 ahigh probability of Xa(・)= O. 

To identify such meaningless 0 s， we use a tim 巴叩ou凶t 

-technique based on 首白lePoisson a創Eτ討ivalt白heory，which ap-
P仰rox蜘i加ma榔飽附s白批ep仰rob凶油剥制州il出li均i句tydis剖紅凶帥iぬb刷u副t伽i
wh加1悶erek=Xぬa(心ω.う)加dλ =EA(Xめ).If Xa(・)= 0 continues 
Tti蹴，白eprob油ilityis (等こy= e-Ar， and we empiri-
cally regard the minimum T that satisfies e-Ar < 0.01 as the 
threshold of timeout Tth; If Xa(・)= 0 continues more than 
Tth times， we ignore these 0 s， otherwise we consider them 
asm側 ingful0 s. For example， when we let T be 3 and we 
observe 00000，白enwe remove all the five 0 s. Also， zero-
inflated models and this technique have the same巴仔ect，so 
白esemodels can sirnilarly solve出e“many-Os" problem as 
well. 

2.5 Empirical Selection of Goodness-of-Fit Metrics Suit-
able for Traffic Analyses 

Metric requirements and candidates: To evaluate “what 
kind of traffic is reliably approximated with the model on 
which time scales，" we need a goodness-of-fit m巴佐ic，which 
is a sirnilarity between a observed histogram and its esti-
mated one. Such me住icshould be 

• independent of the number of observed points T. 
・independentof the number of histogram's bins B. 
• compatible with human's sense， i.e.， appropriate for ex・
plaining白esirnilarity. 

In other words， the first two conditions require metrics to be 
independent of time-scale f1 for a same goodness of fitting. 
Knownme紅icsfor goodness-of-fit are the P values (signifi-
C組問s)of(a)P，回路on's，r，(b) Kolmogorov-Smimov， or(c) 
Anderson-Darling statistics， because they have been theoreト
ically well-studied. However， Claffy et al. found that these 
me凶cs釘'einappropriate for wide-area network tra侃cdata 
in位lecontext of packet sampling [14]， and they proposed 
Fleiss' o coeffici巴ntby evaluating出einfluence of the num-
ber of observed points (sampling rate) on statistical infor-
mation such as白.epacket size distribution. They evaluated 
the fol1owing me住icsfor the histogram sirnilarity. 

• Pea邸r凶rson'sxぷ2

.τT百1もheP v叫d創u田eof Pearson'、sxポ2 S削s凶ticはs配 P凡~ =一

(ぷf汽(xぷ;B -1 -2)dx， where f(x; k) is tt町 2dis凶bu-

tion of degree-of-f尚edomof kt 

. Fleiss，' o coefficient:が =zh1

. Paxson's me肱
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• Ll norrn: L) =立。Imi一向|

• relative Ll norrn: L~ =争

wher芭 Oiand Ei are the observed and exp田匂dcωntsof 
the histogram's i-出 aggregatedbin， B is曲。 numberof唱-

gregated bins. ，合iis the estimated value of mi， that is， 

向 =Txd九州'x;Gamma伽 ibu伽 sare品

cretizedωbe more comparable with discrete traffic data. 
N is a constant value to be used as an upper bound of the 
Xa(悦 forall Has. Co叩sequent1y，e即eryhisωgram is uni-
forrnly represented with the forrn of H a = {mo， m}， . • . ，mN} 
by using a fixed N. Oi should町。idcontaining zero or only 
a few counts (e.g.， less than 5) in order to compute more 
reliable statistics [15]. To achieve白iscondition， we adopt 
the way to use flexible (unfixed) widths for each Oi， by let-
ting the bin 'inc1ude at least 10%竹 of出etotal count T お

おllows:向 =Z21Va，satisfyingOj〉 O1×T，md恥

range of Oj is [Nj_..Njー 1].This is iteratively compu飽d
fromj = 1，No = Oto j = B. 

Since their evaluation was focused on the e偽 ctof 
packet samplings on the distribution of the packet size叩 d
pac~t inter-arrival time， we re-evaluated these metrics with 
respect to由etime scale. Moreover， we additionally studied 
the following metrics. 

. }匂lmogorov-Smimovstatistics: KS = sup IFi -ftil 

. The P value of Kolmogorov-Smimov statistics: PKS = 
1 -2 ~::1(- 1)ト) exp(-2i本 T*KS2勺) 

• S釦u町I町昨r

wh恥晦慨rePi iおs白批巴 probab刷凶刷il出lityof “守Xa畠ぷ止ω(ぐω.う)= i" (iム Pi= 争)， and 
Fi is由，enorrnalized count of the cumulative hisω'gram (i.e.， 
Fi =お=0Ph). We also examined the Anderson-Darling 
statistics， but it cannot be computed， when Ha inc1udes at 
least one Xa (・)satisfying“FaIJ(Xa(・))= 0 or 1，" where 
Fa/J(・)is仕lecumulati刊 distributionof the estimated gamma 
functionんポ);百iswas common case tiぽ O岨rexpe血nent.
Note 白紙白川~some of the uses of above metrics are not stan-
也rdfrom the viewpoint of stati剖cal出回ry(e.g.， applying 
KS to measuring白esimilarity between continuous dis剖bu・
tion and discrete one). Nevertheless， we need an empirical 
m巴凶cto quantify the fitting a，∞uracy，師団山loughsom巴of
the metrics do not necessarily follow their偽印'ry.

Practical usability of me師四 with四 d加雌c:At 
first， we evaluated the dependency of me汀icson the number 
of obse円 edpoints T， and we found that E， o， S S E， L;， and 
KS are suitable for同 組canalyses but r and L) are unsuit-
able;官lede凶 Isare described in Appendix A. Secondly， 
we also evaluated出epractical usabi1ity of me回国withreal 
traffic data， which have various characteristics of longitudi-
nal pattems and the shapes of their histograms; This evalu-
ation can also discuss白edependency of the metrics on the 

tf(x;k) =吋 Btm
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Fig.2 Evaluation of goodncss-of.・日tmetrics: Mcdian values of metrics 
among about 1200 idenlified hosts. E，世，SSE，KSp陀 sentthe same ten-
dency， and practical1yεexhibits the smal1est dependency on 11. The distrト

bution of E wi11 be discussed in the fol1owing section (Fig. 5). 

number of bins B. The desirable situation is that the values 

of the parameters (f， o， S S E， L;， and KS) do not fluctuate 
according to the changes in 6.， considering the independency 

of n shown in the previous discussion. We evaluated this 

applicability with approximately 1200 piec巴sof identified 

host-lev巴1application tra伍cshown in Table 2， and Figure 2 

depicts the result. Th巴 x-axisis 6. (and the upp巴rbound of 
the number of obtained points T)， the y-axis is the value of 

parameters， and each symbol displays the type of me凶cs，
plotting median values among the about 1200 trials (we ex-

cluded LI and L; from the figure for the visibility). The 

values of E， o， L;， KS， and S S E gradually increase wh巴n

6. becomes larger， which means that the model is less accu-
rate for larger 6.; Th巴difficultyin approximating histograms 

on larger 6. should result from the high variability in ob-

tained data X"，(・). Even though we have shown白atf，ゆ，
L;， KS， and S S E can be used for the goodness-of-fit， the 
di仔erencein their dependencies on 6. let us to choose the 

most appropnat巴 one.For example， S S E highly changes 

for small ムthatis， S S E can easily be smaller for exponen・

tial histograms; Actually， when we compare two di仔erent-

shaped histograms of similar errors for human intuition， w巴

found a big di仔"erencein the values of S S E. Thus， S S E is 
stronglya仔'ectedby the shape of histograms， and the met-
ric is less suitable for quantifying fitting accuracies. Finally， 
we adopted f as one of the most relevant parameters because 

of the smallest dependency on 6. t， and this should also lead 
to the independency of the number of histogram 's bins B什.

Appendix B shows出atsimilar evaluation results will be ob-

tained with KS and o as well as f. 
To summariz巴，yand LI are completely unsuitable be-

cause of the dependency on T. In addition， even though 
the other metrics are free from T， the slight di仔巴rencein 

the dependency on 6. recommends us to use f. Note again 

that high value of f indicates worse fitting， and vice v巴rsa.
Figure 3 displays several examp1巴sof th巴自ttingand corre-

sponding ES. By looking at numerous figur巴sfor the fitting， 

we determined E 1 to be us巴das a crit巴riato separate 

good fittings and bad ones. This threshold was empirically 

set b巴causeth巴reis no scientific way to judge such a “good 

or bad，" which is visually decided by human. 
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Fig.3 Examplcs of fitting (box: observed histogram， line: estimated 
histogram) and the values of parameters (a， IJ， and E) 

2.6 Summary of Preliminaries and Evaluation Flow 

Her巴wedisplay the flow of our evaluation by summarizing 

the preliminaries. 

3. 

1. Aggregated traffic is divided into a set of host-Ievel 

traffic， and each of the traffic is categorized with our 
heuristics. 

2. Each application traffic is approximated as gamma dis-

tributions on multiple scales with our timeout method 

(preprocess to remove meaningless Os). 

3. Obtain a，jJ， and f for each 6. from a piece oftraffic， and 
investigate the correlation among them considering the 

category. 

Evaluation 

3.1 Time Scale Dependency 

Figure 4 displays the time scale d巴pendencyof (a) a， (b) jJ， 
and (c) f for each category (DNS， MAlL， SCAN， FLOOD， 
WWWS， WWWC， and P2P). The x-axis is the value of ム
the y-axes are the values ofthe parameters， each symbol rep-
resents each category， plotting the values of median among 
th巴hostsidentified as the corresponding category with log-

log scales. 

3.1.1 Dependency of a and jJ (Figs. 4( a) and 4(b)) 

For smaller 6.， the estimated values of as monotonically in-
crea民 whilethose of the jJs are蜘 ble;This follows the the-

ory discussed in Sect. 2.3. Histograms evolve their shap白

from fexp(-3)to巴xponential(or to Gaussian)， keeping 

their scales. Th巴 ord巴rof the a values p巴rapplication is 

tFrom the viewpoint of statistics， the best metric of goodness-
of-fit is the P valu巴ofth巴statistics，which is a normalized me町icto
b巴comparableamong all fittings. However， 31.2% of PKS values 
were comput巴dto be 0 to the 20th decimal place as well as 76.2% 
of P y2 values， for d = 100 ms as an example. 

tfWe have confirmed that KS and It can be used as well as E; 
Pearson's correlation coefficient among the metrics are 0.78 for t: 
and KS， and 0.96 for E and It， which wer巴computedwith the same 
set of hosts as Fig. 2 on 企=500 ms in 10g-log p10t. 
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罰g.4 1ime sωle analy蜘 onthe par醐蹴rs(a. s. and E). One plo制
point is由emedian va1ue among a11 host c1assified as the corr巴sponding
伺 tegory.

as follows: DNS < P2P < FLOOD < SCAN < MAIL < 
WWWC < WWWS < 1. Higher a is observed in higher 
XA(・)values. For example， DNS hosts continuously send 
constant amounts of packets， so the value of XA(・)is gen-
erally low. Then，白ehisω'gram is mainly represented by 
mo and ml (not by higher mj)， making its shape close to 
拘(す)(iム lowera). Contrarily， for ano白 rexample， 

WWWShos飽 abruptlysend large amount of packets (e.g.， 
transferring large files)， so XA(・)can be higher (i.e.， higher 
a). Also， the order ofβis as follows: P2P < SCAN < DNS 
< MAIL < WWWC <見.oOD< WWWS; Higher s is con-
firmed in the high variance of XA (・).For example， WWWS 
hosts位ansfer1釘gefiles and stop sending packet to wait for 
the next requests， resulting in a high XA (・)variance which 
makes a large-sc枇 histogram，iム highers.

on血eother hand， for largerム出eshape of the plots 
changes (except for DNS and SCAN) with the d. specific 
to白etype of application: 200ms for WWWC， 300ms for 
WWWS， 500 ms for MAIL， 700 ms for P2P， 1 s for FLOOD， 
and no such企forDNS and SCAN -we refer批 sed.s as 
inflection points. From the inflection points， the values of 
&間蜘ble，whereas those of s increa凧 iム histograms
enlarge in scale， ~巴eping their shape.百lisdisagrees with 
白etheory， which implies白atXA(.) is no longer regarded as 
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a random variable. The inftection point can be a measure 
for出edegree of longitudinal dependency. Lower inflec・
tion point leads to stronger dependency such as WWWC回 d
WWWS traffic; Indeed， their traffic pattems should be char.・
acterized by their contexts (e.g.， file transferring between 
web servers and clients， or human's mouse clicking on the 
Web). Conversely， higher or no inflection point is derived 
合-omthe weaker longitudinal dependency of traffic. For ex-
ample， SCAN hosts arbitrarily send packets without inter-
action among hosts， and DNS hosts mainly send only one 
packet to a requester host， so that there are weaker longi-
tudinal relations among packets generated by such ho描.

Tra節cpat旬m of ftooding attack is generally intermittent 
and spiky， and this is a plausible reason of FLOOD's in-
flection point at larger time scale. Packets arbitrarily sent 
by ftooding-attacker hosts are less related due to白elack of 
application prot∞01 mechanism， but it forms traffic depen-
dency in larger time scales， which might have caused the in-
flection point for large d. (e.g.， 1 s). We have confirmed this 
by manually inspecting multi-scale tra筒cpa悦 mfor each 
individual host. 

From the viewpoint of self-similarity， the Hurst pa-
rameter in host-level traffic is almost 0.5 (i.e.，企 ocd. and 
s ~ const) for d. smal1er出aninftection points， and almost 
1 (iム a~ const andβ 底的 ford. larger than those points. 
Similar results of the Hurst par創neterin Intemet traffic have 
also been discussed at the level of aggregated tra節c[3]， 
[16]， or sub-aggregated (hashed) traffic [17]. This figure 
confirms that the characteristics of“H -0.5 on microscopic 
scales" is independent of the type of application， mainly due 
to protocol mechanisms. 

In summary， the difference in the type of application 
traffic is characterized by the values of a and s as wel1 as 
their dependencies on d.. We emphasize that multi-scale 
view is more appropriate for characterizing application traf.・
fic. 

3.1.2 Dependency of ε(Fig.4(c)) 

We confirm two di仔erencesamong all the types of applica-
tion traffic in出.efigure; One is出.edifference in d. producing 
smaller ES (better fitting)， and the other is in their ranges; 
εs for DNS， MAIL， and SCAN vぽyaccording to d.. DNS 
is wel1 fit for d.s ε500ms・2s， MAIL for d.sε2αト500ms，
and SCAN for d.sε2s・5st. The other categories present that 
larger d. yields to larger E. Also， DNS， MA且， andSCAN 

are well fit than the others (lower ES). One plausible expla“ 

nation of曲isis as follows: These kind of hosts in飽ロ凶t-
tently send packets， which makes XA(・)stable.百len，出is
leads to less outlier of XA(・).

3.2 Distribution of Parameters 

Here， we discuss出巴 shapeof distributions of the p紅白n-

tThe出resholdωdetenninelhe r胡伊ofappropriate L¥s was set 
as lhe L¥ value producing E which value is 120% of lhe minimum E 

in a line in Fig.4 for each category. 
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categori凶.可pica1ranges of the p副 m臨 rsfor即 hω略的aredisplayed in Table 3 in a quanti凶 ve
way. 

0.1 

havedi仔erenttra缶cbehavior. If there were no di仔erencein 
host behaviors，位lena lineα13 = const (number of packets) 
would theoretically appe紅 inthe figure. 

• FLOOD is characterized by a田 1and larger s (ex伊・

nential and large剖 alehistogram). 
• WWWS and WWWC exhibit wide ranges of as and /Js 

(i.e・， hybrid-shape and variable-scale histogram). 
• SCAN and P2P have wider a ranges and narrower s 
ranges than WWWS and WWWC. However， most of 
SCAN are concer的tedonâ~ 1 and負担1.

• DNS and MAIL more concen回 te白 on[0ム1)andss 
on [1，5) (i.e.， exponential and small-scale histogram)， 
indicating typical DNS and MAIL traffic pattems. 

WWWS， WWWC， and P2P spread wide ranges of白 (from

0.1 to 5) and /Js (企om1ω50) compareωDNSandMA且;

百lisis derived from diverse usages of protocols and soft-
W紅巳 asdiscussed in Sect. 3.2. 

a vs. e (Fig.6(b)): Considering e = 1 as叩 empirical
threshold of fitness， there are some sp巴cifica values with 
e> 1: a < 0.1 and a > 1. In particular， SCAN， FLOOD， 
WWWS， and WWWC tend to be plotted th出 par沼 田ters
on these areas. Fitting of these four categories with these 
ranges of a are less reliable than those with others. On the 
other hand， in the other rang巴ofa (0.1 < a < 1)， the data 

eters. Figure 5 shows the cumulative dis凶butionsof (a) 

a， (b) s， and (c) e for ll. = 500ms.as and ss of MAIL， 
DNS， SCAN， and FLuOD are densely concentraぬdonspe-
cific ranges rather than出eother categories. In particular， 
FLOOD has two dense areas ofβ出atderive from two kinds 
of flooding attacke隠. Contrarily， WWWS， WWWC， and 
P2Pl伺 dto wide ranges of values， meaning that various us-
ages of H1TP and P2P software (e.g.， file transferring and 
vi伽os位回ming)produ四 diverseforms of traffic (hetero-

geneous a and向.On the 0恥 rhand， for出eparaml蜘 e，
DNS and P2P concen回 tethe values on e ~ 0.2加 de~ 0.5， 
while those of the others are almost uniformly distributed. 
百leamount of inappropriate finings (e.g.， e > 1) is larger 
for WWWS， WWWC， SCAN， and FLOOD. We obtained 
s加ularresults for other ll.s. 

ParヨmeterRelation 

Figure 6 shows出erelations among a， /J， and e for ll. 
5∞ms. Thex・ 眠.esand y-axes of all出efigures indicat巴由巳

values of the parameters with log-log scales. The symbols 
represent the types of application traffic， plotting the param-
eters of凶値c.

a vs. s (Fig. 6(a)): There are specific ranges according 
to tbe application type，白紙is，di仔erenttypes of applications 

3.3 
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TabIe 3 Ranges of抑制efI:tSa， {J， and dぽ企=500ms (es伽凶

fromFig.6). 

I A=500ms 11 & 9 e 

ONS 仰.330，1.988] [0.970，5.斜6] [0.∞1，0.018] 
MAB. [0.442， 2.21句 [1.881， 10.227] [0.ω1，0.027] 
SCAN [0.町7，7.275] [0.331， 10.6<ω] [0.∞12，0.05伺
同..000 [0.372，2.08句 [1.108，48.962] 仰.曲13，0.036]
wwwc [0.387，4.916] [1.366， 31.108] 仰.ω'3，0.055]
wwws [0.292，5.斜6] β.422，60.36η [0.∞8，0.1ω] 

回P [0.338，6.48句 [0.392，7.615] [0.叩7，0.17句

are appropriately fit凶戸ciaUyfor DNS and MAIL; T恥se
twoca旬:gories∞n田n回飽theirparame旬rvalues on α:::1 1 
ande帽 0.2.

svs. e(Fig・6(c)):Fittings with s > 2飽ndto result in 
e > 1， so higher s leads to 1回 sreli曲lefittings (e.g.， a加'uta
halfof制 ngswiths掲 10are inappropriate). In particular， 
SCAN， FLOOD， WWWS， and WWWC spread由eirpa溜n-
eters on偏向ofs > 2. DNS and MAIL山oconcen帥
制 rpar鵬蜘ons掲 2ande田 0.2.

Tos即 unarize，a， p，銅山arerela凶伺cho白er，and 
eachca飽:goryh錨申~ificranges of the parameters. Table 3 
liststl隠 rangesof血epaI加netersestimated by each appli-
伺 .tionfor A = 500 ms. A range represents its average and 
S旬n也rddeviation in log scale 1 ()I'却:for a as an example， 
μ=  E[lOglO(a)]， and c:r = V[loglo(a)] (same for s and 
e，mu館山mutandis).We a1so obぬinedapplication-specific 
rang田 ofa，s，卸 deforo恥 rAs.

4. D批u副00

Validity of白emodel: 853 of 1181 identified ho山 pro・
du即 de < 0.1 for A = 5∞ms; The application bJ1伺k-
down of曲eva1idity is shown in Table 4. About 90% of 
DNS， MAIL，回dP2P岡節c，and油out80% of SCAN， 
FLOOD， and WWWCtra侃ccan be fit wel1， but only 50% of 
WWWS回侃，cleadsωbetter fittings. Therefore， the multi-
sca1e gamma model is more applicableω 回侃coutside of 
WWWS回血cfor由istime sca1e. 

Gene叫旬。Ifour伽旬腸t:To genemlize our results， 
we should ∞'tnpare白eresults wi白白ωeobtained for dif-
ferent networkωnditions， which consist of different (1) link 
伺 pacity，(2)回侃cbandwidth. and (3) breakdown of位置f-
fic.Our似eliminarywork [18] ana1yzed 8・y伺 r-longMAWI
位協es(15 min. per day)，佃deva1uated曲，echanges in a 
佃 dβ貨加12001ω2008-during由isperiod， the link ca・
伊cityw凶 upgmdedtwice， and the bandwidth佃 dbreak-
down were evolving.官1efollowing is a summary of the re-
sults. (a)官路 asand ss va1ues of DNS， MAIL， WWWS， 
掴 dWWWC were stable for a link， while those of P2P， 
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SCAN， and FLOOD variable over time. (b)百e1泊kup-
grades increased theβva1uesofWWWS， WWWC，~ 
and乱.oOD，not affecting the ss of血eo出ersand血easof
a11 the ca句 ories.(c) F町恥rmore，there are typica1 a佃 ds
va1ues白紙werespecific to由etype of application for each 
link. Hen田，食omour empirical results we confirmed the 
stability of the characteristics obtained from the m叫ti-sca1e
gamma model. We have to investiga旬 thechanges in E岨 d
search for appropriate As in 0町向turework. 

App盟国.tioo旬 anomalyde伽舗00姐 dother ma-
chioe I伺 rninga1gorithms: 官1eprevious discussion 
pointea out the specific ranges of the p釘組問:tersfor each 
application;百1eseparam闘 rscan be a p:制 offea仰向sω
identi町仕1etype of application tra節cgenemted by UI畑 .own
host， orωde恥 tanoma1y traffic. Since泊施useofenαypted
packet and dyna凶cport hides ''visible''回 節ccharacteris-
tics (e.g.， p釦 ketpayl伺 dand port numbers)， 0町 param出 :rs
should be promising泊住afficclassification. However， in 
Fig.6and百.ble3， there are overlaps in the p:釘ameterrang国
among different types of applications， so白紙otherfeatures 
should be added ωo町 par加netersfor ensuring a more effi-
cient identification. As a future work， we wilI investigate the 
applicability of the chamcteristics to detailed classifications 
(e.g.，出，eclassification of web同館cinto conventiona1 web， 

SNS，τ¥vitter， WebDAV， VPN， P2P， video streaming， HDTV， 
and so on) by creating more fine-grained applic前ion-Ievel
回侃c.

AppUω舗00旬開productiooof appu'四.tiootra鏑，c:
Figs.4， 5， and 6， and Table 3 explained the typica1 behav-
iors of叩'plica凶，on回節c(specific va1ues of a佃 ds).百 us，
application回 侃c(i.e.， dis回.butionof the number of pack-
ets aniving in a UDit time) can be regenera飴dby settiogα 
and βva1ues. However， note that there should be less re-
liable reproduction wi自由eαandβvaluessp民 ificω 血e
type of application. An example of the va1ues is a < 0.1， 
a> I，s > 2 of SCAN， FL.oOD， WWWS， and WWWCfor 
A = 500msωdiscussed in S回 t.3.3.To extend the r明 0・
duction of the dis位ibutionω出atof time-series tra儒cdata，
出ismodel should be combined with a longiωdina1 ffiiαlel 
such鏑悦AFRIMAm吋el[9]. 

Lb叫，tatio国 of血emulti-s個le伊 mmamodel: Here 
wenote曲elimitations of the model. One is common in sta-
tistica1 manners，白紙is，only a few data points (e.g.， T = 10) 
wil1 lead to unreliable statistics (α'，p，叩 de).百1eamount 
ofda旬 requiredfor reliable s旬.tisticsis variously up to the 
behavior of traffic， and this is CUIτent1y under investigation. 
Ano血erlimi旬.tionis that白emodel cannot purely repro-
duc巴power-lowdistribution， even白oughit can repre悶 1t
tempora1 correlation in a certain time sca1e by supe中osing
exp 

5. Cooclusioo and Future Work 

h 出ispapeれ wediscussed the statistics conceming the 
mul“-sca1e gamma model and charac回 ized白edi仇:rence
in host-level application回節c，by using a rea1 b郎防one
釘宮鑑C回 .cemeasUI'Cd on a 150-Mbps 回 nspacific胎lkin 
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2007. We fh百tdiscussed the appropriate m柑 icto eval田，te
出erelevance of the model， then we evaluated the relations 
am佃 gthe variables of白em叫els付加ds)， fitting ac印刷

racy e， and time scale A. our main findings were as follows: 
(1) Different typ回 ofapplicationsshow different de戸nden-
cies of α，p， and e on A， and白eydisplay di宵erentsuitable 
asfor位lemodel.τbe model is more配 curateif由e回 鮪c
∞nsists of intermi伽 ntly-sentp郎 :kets白ano曲er.(2) More 
ap仰 priatemodels are obtained with specificαandβval-
ues (e.g.， 0.1 <α< 1， andβ<2forA=5∞ms). Also， 

application・s併記ific回節Cpfl回entsspecific ranges of α，β， 
阻 defor伺 chA，so白紙thesecharacteristics can be used in 
application iden雌 cationmethods such as如 omalydet田-

tion and other machine learning methods. In the釦ωre，we
wiI1 improve our classification method by introducing the 
ideaofBL町C[19]組 duse回節c国民sfrom other links. 
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Appendix A: Dependency of Me制倍。nthe Number of 
Ob佃inedPoints wi血 Simula鈴d百宮鍋c

Weconduc飽da numerical evaluation of the depeodency of 
me凶.cson白enumber of points T to exclude other po副・

ble effi田ts00 the me岡田.百lebasic idea of白isevaluation 
isωmeas鵬防御bilityof metrics by re抑制ly却prox-
imating回錨cas gamma dis住ibutionswith probabilistic回・

timation errors， for each T.τbe detailed evaluation ftow is 
described as fol1ows. 

(1) Set the values of the parametersαandβ. 
(2) Generate n points followingんポ・).百路側 of伽 se

n points is co師 e巾 dinω出ecorresponding hisω'gram 
H. 

(3) Set the values of the es伽 a凶 parame蜘 aandtω
a=α+eXα，t=β+ e' X p， where e組 de' are 
estimation errors fol1owing the standard nonnal distri-
bution N(O，l)t. 

(4) Compute the fitting error between H and faIJ(・).
(5) Repeat (2)， (3)， and (4) for 1∞OOtimes. 

Figure A・1shows the result of the evaluation with α=  
4.0，β= 4.0. 1be horizontalline represents n，佃 d白eve同・
cal line plots median values among the 10∞0凶alsfor the 
several candidate me凶cs(we removed Ll and Li from 恥
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Fig.A・1 Evaluauon of goodnωs-of-fit m削 ω:Mediau valu図。，fmeト
削 (5αlO-thbest values among 1側)()凶als)∞m抑制句醐g蜘山岡

田fficwith a = 4.0，β= 4.0， aud error-added国 umatiωofthe抑rarneters.
Obviously， r aud Ll are in柳 m戸蹴伽師側nga閣 uacy，because 
白.eydepend∞世田 numberof generatω抑in悩 n.on白sα別個ry，E，;， 
SSE， L;，制 KSare independent of n回 側 側 側 be凶伺蹴恥

晶ttingaccurscy. 

市lecodomain of曲eerrors is Iimi凶 ω[-1.0，2.5旬.官le
lower加oUndkeeps the p咽rametersmore than 0， and出e却炉罰rOl隠

(99%-tile of the distri加tion)avoids pr叫IlCingoutliers. 
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日gurefor the visibility). We nol巴出al出巴 valu巴s01' the mel-

rics do not r巴presentideal fittings， b巴causeeach value m巴ans

5000・thb巴stfitting with error-added simulation， and thus 
the fitting is worse than ideal cas巴;Our motivation to show 

this figure is to find metric(s) robust to the number of data 

points. Obviously， X2 and LI depend on n， which may result 

from the di仔erencein the dimension b巴tweend巴nommator

and numerator. Hence， these two metrics are unsuitable for 
the fitting accuracy. On the contrary， e， o， S S E， L;， and KS 

are independent of n， so出atthey can be us巴das the fitting 

accuracy. We obtained similar results for other αs andss. 

Appendix B: The Use of Other Appropriate Metrics 

This appendix explains that the use of o or KS instead of e 

will lead to similar results， by investigating the correlation 
among出e出reegoodness-of-fitting metrics. Figur巴 A・2
shows the corr巴lationamong the three parameters， plotting 
hosts (points) for each category (symboles) on d. = 500 ms 

with the traffic trace used throughout this pap巴r.This figurl巴

displays that e， o， and KS are positively corr巴lated，and the 

value of Pearson's correlation coefficients are (a) 0.78 and 
(b) 0.96 in log-log scal巴.The weaker correlation of 0.78 is 
mainlyd巴rivedfrom the plotted points in the large-error area 

(e > 1) because of the di仔巴rencein codomain (KSε[0，1]， 
and e ε[0，∞)); Since worse fittings w.r.t. e (e.g.， e > 1) 

are plotted also on that w.r.t. KS， th巴useof both the metric 

is practically appropriate in order to represent bad fitting as 

well as good fitting. Hence， the examination results with o 
and KS are probably similar to those with e. 
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